STOPANTISEMITISM.ORG (SA) is a grassroots organization that works to expose antisemites and create consequences for their bigoted actions. Just two years old, it has become the go-to platform for Americans to report antisemitic incidents and stay up to date.

WE ARE PROUD TO PRESENT SOME OF OUR MAIN 2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

OUR PROCESS:

01 RECEIVE
We RECEIVE information on antisemitic incidents

02 ANALYZE
We ANALYZE, research, and verify the information

03 SPREAD
We SPREAD the information to the public, media, partners, and law enforcement

WE HOLD ANTISEMITES ACCOUNTABLE
# TABLE OF CONTENTS:

- Rick Wiles’ antisemitic channel banned from YouTube
- ‘The New Antisemites’ report
- Long Island Robotics Contest antisemitic judge fired

- NYC building management company investigates stolen Mezuzahs
- ‘Holocoin’ Cryptocurrency removed
- Neo-Nazi Matt Slatzer’s antisemitic YouTube channel removed

- Mountain Brook High School, Alabama investigates antisemitism amongst students
- Putting a spotlight on antisemitism during summer riots
- Little Caesar’s Pizza in Ohio fires 2 employees for antisemitism

- Shein removes swastika necklace from its store
- Rodney Muhammad NAACP Philadelphia President fired for antisemitism
- Indiana High School suspends students for posing in Swastika formation

- Alt right activist John Angelo Gage booted off social media
- SA Spearheading a call to Facebook to adopt the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism
- John Minadeo II’s antisemitic website dropped by hosting company

- Convicted terrorist Leilah Khaled’s speaking event de-platformed
- Nerdeen Kiswa & The City University of New York named in a Title VI complaint
- Tufts university suspends antisemitic dental student Adam Elayan

- William Latson, a Holocaust Denying Principal permanently terminated from job
- Zoom bombing of Jewish school’s online class prompts FBI investigation
- Alton Brown ‘Iron Chef America’ apologizes for antisemitism

- Urban Dictionary corrects “Anti-Zionism” Definition
- U. California Merced antisemitic professor Abbas Ghassemi’s classes cancelled
- Antisemitic clothing items removed from online stores

- StopAntisemitism.org in Numbers

* To read more about each of our accomplishments click the headlines
RICK WILES’ ANTISEMITIC CHANNEL BANNED FROM YOUTUBE:
SA exposed how Wiles used his fundamentalist Christian streaming YouTube channel, TruNews, to spread horrific racist and antisemitic conspiracy theories. Following our work YouTube banned his channel.

THE NEW ANTISEMITES’ REPORT:
The groundbreaking report produced by SA and endorsed by more than 60 NGOs, reveals how the effort to delegitimize Israel, led by the BDS movement, is spreading Jew-hatred in the United States and across the globe, radicalizing other hate groups, and encouraging violence against the Jewish people.

LONG ISLAND ROBOTICS CONTEST ANTISEMITIC JUDGE FIRED:
SA exposed a video of a woman muttering “God damn Jews” while judging a robotics contest. As a result, First Lego League fired the offending judge.
NYC BUILDING MANAGEMENT COMPANY INVESTIGATES STOLEN MEZUZAHS:
SA exposed a NYC building management company ignoring tenants’ complaints regarding stolen Mezuzahs from their apartments. After seeing the posts, the company reached out to SA and proceeded to give video footage to the NYPD who subsequently arrested the individual responsible.

‘HOLOCOIN’ CRYPTOCURRENCY REMOVED:
SA drew attention to the antisemitic crypto currency – “JEWS” and “ASH” which lead to the immediate removal of the website that was trading the coin.

NEO-NAZI MATT SLATZER’S ANTISEMITIC YOUTUBE CHANNEL REMOVED:
After exposing Slatzer’s antisemitism and putting forth a call to action for our audience to report his vile bigotry, Slatzer’s channel was removed from YouTube. He continues to be monitored by the FBI.
MOUNTAIN BROOK HIGH SCHOOL, ALABAMA INVESTIGATES ANTISEMITISM:

SA featured a Snapchat group showcasing students with black swastikas painted and “Heil” written on their backs. Subsequently, school officials launched a district wide investigation.

PUTTING A SPOTLIGHT ON ANTISEMITISM DURING SUMMER RIOTS:

SA exposed the antisemitic vandalism and violence that occurred during the nationwide BLM protests including the attacks on 3 Jewish men in Philadelphia, a Wisconsin synagogue defaced with “Free Palestine”, and an L.A. Synagogue vandalized with “FU*K ISRAEL” graffiti.

LITTLE CAESAR’S PIZZA IN OHIO FIRES 2 EMPLOYEES FOR ANTISEMITISM:

After featuring a pizza with a handmade swastika formed out of pepperoni on our social media platforms, two employs were fired in Cleveland, Ohio.
SHEIN REMOVES SWASTIKA NECKLACE FROM ITS STORE:
After exposing a swastika necklace sold on the online store of the global ecommerce giant Shein, the company removed the item and issued a public apology. The incident made domestic and international headlines.

RODNEY MUHAMMAD NAACP PHILADELPHIA PRESIDENT FIRED FOR ANTISEMITISM:
Following months of spreading his antisemitic hatred on Facebook, SA featured Muhammad on its platform and lead a coalition calling on NAACP National to remove him from his position of influence. Muhammad was subsequently fired.

INDIANA HIGH SCHOOL SUSPENDS STUDENTS FOR POSING IN SWASTIKA FORMATION:
SA exposed a photo of a group of students in Indiana posing in swastika formation in the school gym. Subsequently, the school launched an investigation and issued a 5-day suspension for all those involved.
ALT RIGHT ACTIVIST JOHN ANGELO GAGE BOOTED OFF SOCIAL MEDIA:

After SA featured alt right activist John Angelo Gage and put forth a call to action, his Twitter and YouTube accounts were indefinitely suspended. Local police and FBI were alerted and made several visits to his home.

SA SPEARHEADS A CALL TO FACEBOOK TO ADOPT THE IHRA WORKING DEFINITION OF ANTISEMITISM:

SA led a coalition of 145 organizations urging Facebook to adopt the IHRA definition. In response, Facebook’s COO Sheryl Sandberg acknowledged the need for change, and the social media giant followed up with an announcement of banning Holocaust denial from its platforms.

JOHN MINADEO II’S ANTISEMITIC WEBSITE DROPPED BY HOSTING COMPANY:

Following SA’s feature of Minadeo for displaying an antisemitic banner on a major LA highway and trespassing at a synagogue, his website’s host provider Epik immediately banned the antisemitic website (GoyimTV).
SEPTEMBER 2020

CONVICTED TERRORIST LEILA KHALED’S SPEAKING EVENT DE-PLATFORMED:
SA joined a coalition of organizations calling to de-platform Khaled’s ability to share her antisemitic vitriol. We also contacted the FCC chair through back channels. Following the joint efforts ZOOM and YouTube banned Khaled’s speaking session at San Francisco State University.

SEPTEMBER 2020

NERDEEN KISWANI AND THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK (CUNY) NAMED IN A TITLE VI COMPLAINT:
After obtaining and posting a video that went viral of Kiswani threatening to set a black man on fire for wearing an IDF shirt, SA partnered with the ZOA to assist in filing a Department of Education Title VI complaint about antisemitism on campus naming both Kiswani and her university, CUNY. Kiswani was voted by thousands of our followers as the 2020 Antisemite of the Year.

SEPTEMBER 2020

TUFTS UNIVERSITY SUSPENDS ANTISEMITIC DENTAL STUDENT ADAM ELAYAN:
Public outrage ensued after SA exposed Tufts dental student Adam Elayan’s horrific antisemitic tweets. The Dean of the dental school immediately suspended Elayan who in turn filed a lawsuit demanding to be reinstated (the lawsuit is ongoing).
OCTOBER 2020

WILLIAM LATSON, A HOLOCAUST DENYING PRINCIPAL PERMANENTLY TERMINATED FROM JOB:
After Palm Beach School Board fired William Latson a school principal for denying the Holocaust, the same Board voted to reinstate him. A massive call to action led by SA resulted in the reversal of the reinstatement decision and Latson was permanently removed.

NOVEMBER 2020

ZOOM BOMBING OF JEWISH SCHOOL’S ONLINE CLASS PROMPTS FBI INVESTIGATION:
Students at the Hebrew Academy Northshore, Long Island contacted SA while their online class was being hacked in real time. Our quick expose of the horrific hack filled with Nazi imagery subsequently prompted an FBI investigation which is ongoing.

NOVEMBER 2020

ALTON BROWN ‘IRON CHEF AMERICA’ APOLOGIZES FOR ANTISEMITISM:
SA exposed the TV star’s antisemitic tweets on social media and asked followers to contact the Food Network to demand Brown is reprimanded. Shortly thereafter Alton Brown issued a lengthy public apology.
URBAN DICTIONARY CORRECTS “ANTI-ZIONISM” DEFINITION:

After alerting our followers that the millennial favorite dictionary Urban Dictionary allowed users to define “Anti-Zionism” in an antisemitic manner, the platform quickly removed the term and issued an apology.

U. CALIFORNIA MERCED ANTISEMITIC PROFESSOR ABBAS GHASSEMI’S CLASSES CANCELLED:

After SA exclusively obtained, translated and exposed over 2000 of Ghassemi’s antisemitic and anti-American tweets, we launched a petition signed by thousands demanding the university sanctions him. UC Merced subsequently announced Ghassemi’s spring classes are cancelled.

ANTISEMITIC CLOTHING ITEMS REMOVED FROM ONLINE STORES:

SA exposed that online retailers RedBubble and TeeSpring were selling antisemitic COVID19 related clothing. Our call to action led to both stores removing the items from sale and issuing apologies.
2020 IN NUMBERS

STOPANTISEMITISM.ORG

Extremely engaged social media following base, reaching millions every month:

- Instagram: 1.71 million (30 day average)
- Facebook: 355k (30 day average)
- Twitter: 5.27 million (30 day average)
- Website Visits: 100k (30 day average)
- Incident Reports: 105 (30 day average)

‘Antisemite of the Week’ mailer sent out to 50k people every Sunday morning
2020 IN NUMBERS

Hundreds of media mentions including:

NEW YORK POST  The New York Times  NBC NEWS
The Washington Times  THE HILL  Newsweek

Approximately 60 schools and employers contacted pertaining to antisemitic individuals & incidents resulting in numerous suspensions, expulsions, job terminations, and remedial methods.

Liora Rez, SA Executive Director voted as a JNS top 40 advocates for Israel online and named as top 50 Pro-Israel Influencers by Social Lite Creative’s.
HOW CAN YOU HELP?

FOLLOW us on social media

SPREAD the Word to your friends and family

DONATE and help us do even more!

Email liora@stopantisemitism.org

TOGETHER we can make antisemites accountable!

Twitter: @StopAntisemites | Facebook: @StopAntisemitismorg
Instagram: stop_antisemitism | Website: stopantisemitism.org